Institutions:
The Old, The New, And What We Should Do
To Start

This toolkit is about institutions and living in the community. It talks about why institutions are bad, and why people with disabilities should live in the community.

The toolkit will answer questions like:

- What is an institution? What is living in the community?
- When did institutions get made, and what were they like?
- Why did people start closing institutions?
- What rules and laws help us live in the community?
- What happened when people moved from institutions into the community?
- Why is living in the community better than living in institutions?
- What kinds of institutions are there today?
- What are new institutions like, and how are they different from the old institutions?

We talk a lot about institutions in this toolkit. We talk about people getting hurt in institutions, so it may hurt to read about it. It’s okay to take a break from reading if you need to, or to not read this toolkit if it will hurt you.
Institutions and Living in the Community

Some people with disabilities need long-term services and supports (LTSS). LTSS are services that help people with disabilities live our everyday lives. Some kinds of LTSS are job coaches, transportation, or an in-home helper.

Some people with disabilities live in institutions. Institutions are places where a lot of disabled people live. People living in institutions were usually put there by someone else, and did not decide to live there. Institutions are run by the people who work there, not by the people living there. People living in institutions usually can't leave when they want to, or spend their free time how they want to.

Other people with disabilities get LTSS in their own homes in the community. Getting LTSS in the community is also called home and community-based services, or “HCBS” for short. People with disabilities have the right to live in the community. We want to live in the community, and not in institutions.

ASAN is a group of autistic people that does disability rights work. We believe people with disabilities have the same rights as everyone else. One important right ASAN fights for is the right to live in the community. So ASAN talked with some people with disabilities about what living in the community means to us. We decided that living in the community means things like:

- Making your own choices.
- Going out when you want to, and going where you want to.
- Living in the same places as everyone else.
- Getting the help you need to meet your goals.
- Getting to choose who helps you, and what help you get.
- Meeting new people, and being with family and friends.
- Getting treated like an adult.

You can learn more by reading What Does “Living in the Community” Mean?

Today, less people with disabilities live in institutions than before. Lots of institutions closed in the last 50 years, and more people with disabilities moved into the community.

This is a great step forward, but we think everyone should live in the community. Some people still live in institutions, and new kinds of institutions are still getting made. So we still have work to do.

We need to show others why the community is good, and why institutions are bad. To do so, it’s important to learn about institutions. This toolkit will talk about the history of institutions, and show why living in the community is better than living in institutions.
The History of Institutions

How did institutions get started?

Institutions first got made in the 1840s. Before that, some people with disabilities got put in prisons, and they got hurt a lot there. They got hit or yelled at by the prison workers. They didn’t get food, water, or help going to the bathroom. They got kept in cold rooms, and left alone for a long time. They didn’t get the health care they needed.

A woman named Dorothea Dix saw people with disabilities getting hurt in prisons. So she helped make different places to put people with disabilities. These places were called state hospitals. State hospitals were the first kind of institutions.

A few years later, another kind of institution got made. These places were called state schools. State schools were the first institutions just for people with intellectual disabilities.

What were state schools like?

State schools got made to try and help people with disabilities, because people thought we wouldn’t get hurt in a place “just for us”. They thought state schools would be better than prisons, but they still were like prisons in a lot of ways. People with disabilities couldn’t leave the state schools. They didn’t get to choose how they spent their time, or get to be with non-disabled people.

Soon, people with disabilities started getting hurt in state schools. They got hit or yelled at by the school staff. They didn’t get food, water, or help going to the bathroom. They got kept in cold rooms, and left alone for a long time. They didn’t get the health care they needed. The state schools became just like prisons.
State schools kept people with disabilities separate from everyone else, so other people didn’t notice that state schools hurt people with disabilities. People living in institutions kept getting hurt.

A couple of times, someone noticed how bad state schools were, and let the newspaper or the government know. Then, the state school would stop hurting people for a little bit.

But people didn’t check the state schools that much, so the state schools would start hurting people again after a while.

This kept happening for a long time. New institutions kept getting made, that said they wanted to help people with disabilities. But they still took away our rights and hurt us. These institutions were never good places to live.

**When did people start trying to help us live in the community?**

In the early 1900s, a lot more people with disabilities got put in institutions, and some institutions had thousands of people in them. But institutions didn’t get more money to hire more staff or build more rooms, so institutions became even worse to live in.

In the mid-1900s, some parents of people with disabilities got together. They saw how bad institutions were, and didn’t want their kids to live in institutions. They thought their kids should get to live in the community, so they didn’t put their kids in institutions. They fought for the rights of their kids with disabilities.
John F. Kennedy was the President from 1961-1963. He had a sister named Rosemary, who had an intellectual disability. He talked with the parents of kids with disabilities, and they worked together to help people with disabilities. They made the government set aside money to help people with disabilities. Some of this money went to institutions, but some of it also went to helping people live in the community. This was the first step to moving people out of institutions.

In 1972, a TV reporter visited an institution called Willowbrook. The reporter saw how bad Willowbrook was. People with disabilities were crowded in small rooms. They didn’t get to eat, and got sick a lot. The reporter took a video of Willowbrook, and put it on TV.

That is how lots of people learned how bad institutions were, and it made more people want to close institutions.

Lots of changes happened after people learned about Willowbrook. States started working to move people out of institutions. They wanted more people with disabilities to live in the community, so they started paying for LTSS in the community. Lots of rules and laws also got made about people with disabilities. These rules try to make sure we don’t get hurt in institutions, and help us live in the community.
Living in the Community: Important Rules and Laws

**DD Act**

The **DD Act** is a law that was made in 1975, 3 years after people learned about Willowbrook. It helps protect the rights of people with developmental disabilities by trying to make sure institutions can’t hurt people like Willowbrook did.

Part of the DD Act is the **Developmental Disability Bill of Rights**, which lists what rights we have when we get LTSS. It says that we should have the freedom and support to live the way we want. It also made rules that institutions have to follow, and says that institutions can’t get money from the government if they hurt us.

**Medicaid and the HCBS Settings Rule**

**Medicaid** is a government-run health care program in the United States. Medicaid helps people with disabilities get health care, and most people who get LTSS get them paid for by Medicaid.

At first, Medicaid didn’t help us live in the community. Medicaid only paid for people to get LTSS in institutions, and wouldn’t pay for us to get LTSS in the community. But in the 1970s, more people started trying to live in the community. They needed LTSS in the community, so they asked Medicaid to help pay.

In 1982, Medicaid started trying to help people live in the community. Medicaid set aside some money to give people LTSS in the community. More people got LTSS in the community, so more people got to live in the community, and institutions started getting smaller.
But there wasn’t enough money for everyone to get LTSS in the community. Many people with disabilities got put on waiting lists, and had to wait years to get LTSS in their communities. Lots of people are still on waiting lists.

Another problem was that institutions took some of the money Medicaid set aside for LTSS in the community. These institutions said they helped people live in the community, but they were lying. Institutions used up some of the money Medicaid set aside, so there was less money to actually help us live in the community.

The government wanted to make sure that stopped happening, so they made a rule called the **HCBS Settings Rule**. This rule makes sure that Medicaid money only goes to LTSS in the community, so institutions can’t take money meant for living in the community. The rule only starts in 2022, so it hasn’t started working yet. You can learn more by reading the “**This Rule Rules!” Toolkit**.

**The ADA and Olmstead**

The **Americans with Disabilities Act**, or “the ADA” for short, is a law that came out in 1990. The ADA gave people with disabilities rights, and says we have the same rights as non-disabled people. It says we have the right to go to, live, and work in the same places as non-disabled people.

In 1999, two women named Lois Curtis and Elaine Wilson were living in an institution.

They wanted to live in the community instead, and said the ADA gave them the right to live in the community. They fought for their rights from the ADA, and went to the Supreme Court to fight for their rights. The **Supreme Court** is the biggest court in the United States, and has the final say on how laws work. The Supreme Court said that Lois and Elaine were right.
Lois and Elaine’s court case was called Olmstead. *Olmstead* means that you have a right to live in the community, and that you don’t have to live in an institution. You have the right to get LTSS in the community.

**Institutions Today**

These rules and laws helped us get LTSS in the community, and move out of institutions. More and more people with disabilities got to live in the community, so less people live in institutions now.

Some states started closing institutions in the 70s and 80s, and in the 90s, some states closed all of their big institutions. Today, 17 states have no big institutions, but most states still have at least one.

Today, most people with disabilities live in the community, but some people still live in institutions. Some still live in bigger institutions, like state schools. These are sometimes called ICFs or developmental centers. Others live in smaller institutions, like group homes. We want to make sure everyone can live in the community.
Why is Community Living Better?

There are lots of people that study institutions. They talk to people with disabilities in institutions to see what life is like in institutions. They also study living in the community.

They talk to people with disabilities who live in the community to see what life is like for people with disabilities in the community. They also talk to people who moved out of institutions, and ask about how living in the community is different from institutions.

Lots of studies came out about institutions and the community. You can see a list of some of these studies at the end of this toolkit. The studies can be hard to read, so this part of the toolkit explains what the studies found out.

The studies show that living in the community is better than living in institutions for a lot of reasons. Here are some things the studies show:

**Freedom and Happiness**

People with disabilities get more freedom when we live in the community. Studies show that people who live in the community get to make more choices. We get to choose what we do during the day, and when and where we go out. We get to choose who lives with us, and who helps us. We also get to see friends and family more.

We get less choices when we live in institutions. We might not get to choose who lives with us, where we go, or what we do.

Getting to make our own choices helps in other ways, too. It feels good to have control over our lives, so it helps us feel better about ourselves. It lets us make sure things work well for us.
For example:

Sunil is autistic, and he lives in an institution. He doesn’t get to choose his roommate, and his roommate is very loud. Loud noises hurt Sunil, so he needs his room to be quiet. But the institution doesn’t let Sunil get a different roommate. Sunil is unhappy at the institution.

Then, Sunil moves into the community. He gets to choose his own roommate, so he chooses a roommate who is also quiet. Sunil is happier living in the community, since he gets to have his own quiet space. He feels better because he gets what he needs.

One study talked to people with disabilities who moved out of institutions. They said they liked living in the community more, and that they never wanted to move back to an institution.

**Learning New Things**

People with disabilities learn more when we live in the community. Living in the community helps us learn new things. We learn important skills that help us live on our own, like how to take care of ourselves and make a schedule. We learn how to cook, how to clean our house, and how to shop for our own food and clothes. We don’t get to learn these things as much in institutions.

We also learn more about getting along with other people. We get to meet more non-disabled people when we live in the community, so we get more chances to talk to others. We learn to communicate in ways that work for us.

We get treated better in the community, so we feel safer and feel better about ourselves.

That makes it easier for us to learn. We can learn new ways to say what we need, and new ways to get along with people.
Less people try to communicate with us in institutions, so we get less chances to learn about communicating. We might not get treated well in institutions, which makes it harder to get along with other people.

Learning new things helps us in other ways, too. For example, when we learn to shop, we also learn about money, and learning about money helps us get better at math.

Learning to make a schedule can help us read better, and talking with more people can help us write better.

Living in the community helps us get better at all these things. Not everyone learns all these things, but we usually learn more when we live in the community. We don’t learn as much when we live in institutions.

**Being Part of the Community**

Living in the community lets us be around more non-disabled people.

We can work in the community and make money, join groups in the community, make new friends, and get new hobbies. We can feel like a part of the community, and feel like we belong there.

Institutions keep us separate from non-disabled people. We might not get to make friends outside the institution, or get to go into the community at all. We might not feel like we belong in the community.

**Staying Safe**

People with disabilities are safer in the community. We get hurt less when we live in the community. We get hit less and get yelled at less. We don’t get left alone when we need help. We get food when we need it, and we get help going to the bathroom when we need to.
People with disabilities get hurt a lot more in institutions. We still get hit and yelled at, or we still might not get food or water. We might get left alone when we need help.

The government made rules to try and keep us safe in institutions, but we still get hurt in institutions today. The same things that happened in state schools still happen today.
Questions about Institutions

Is Community Living Better for Everyone?

Some people say that certain people with disabilities can’t live in the community. They say that some people with disabilities have to live in institutions. They think some people can only get the help they need in an institution.

Some people with disabilities need a lot of help to live in the community. People with intellectual disabilities might need more help, or non-speaking people might have a hard time showing others what they need. But that doesn’t mean people with these disabilities need to live in institutions. Everyone should get to live in the community.

The studies show that everyone should live in the community, too. The studies found out that living in the community is better for everyone. It helps everyone make more choices, learn new things, and be more safe. It doesn’t matter what kind of disability someone has. People with intellectual disabilities, non-speaking people, and other people who need a lot of help all do better in the community. Nobody needs to be in an institution.

Does the community have no problems at all?

The studies found that the community is better than institutions, but we are still learning how to help people live in the community. There are still things that can be better, and problems can still happen in the community. People can still get hurt in the community.

We don’t always have enough choices, and sometimes we get treated unfairly.
The studies show that these problems happen less in the community, but they do still happen. We need to work hard to help fix these problems. Everyone deserves a good life in the community.

**What Counts as an Institution?**

Different studies have different ideas about what counts as an institution. Some studies say an institution has to have more than 16 people, while others say an institution has to have more than 4 people. The studies also found out that institutions with less people are usually less bad.

**For example:**

Richelle lives in an ICF with 30 other people with disabilities. She doesn’t get to choose what she eats, and she never gets to leave the institution.

Maya lives in a group home with 5 other people with disabilities. Maya gets to choose what they eat for breakfast, and they take a field trip to the movies once a week. But Maya can only go to the movies, and can’t go anywhere else.

Maya gets to make more choices and go out more than Richelle, but they still both live in institutions.

Smaller institutions might be less bad than bigger institutions, but they all take away the rights of people with disabilities. They don’t let us make all the choices about our lives, and they keep us separate from other people.
ASAN thinks about institutions in a different way. We think big buildings and group homes are institutions, but the most important thing is how people get treated. Smaller places can still be institutions. Someone who lives with their family can be in an institution, and even someone who lives in their own apartment can be in an institution.

If they get kept separate from other people and don’t get to make choices, then they are living in an institution.
New Institutions

We know that living in the community is better than institutions, but people keep building new institutions anyway. These institutions might be called group homes or “intentional communities” instead of institutions. People try and say these new places aren’t like the old institutions, but they are still institutions.

The new institutions might look like living in the community. They might be in a regular house, or look like every other neighborhood. But only disabled people live there. They don’t get to be around non-disabled people, or go outside their neighborhood. They don’t get to decide what to do each day.

Some institutions say that people with disabilities choose to live there. But usually, the people with disabilities didn’t get good choices. They didn’t get to learn about living in the community, or they got told they couldn’t live in the community. They didn’t really get a choice, just like when they got sent to the old institutions.

People keep making these new institutions because they think we need institutions.

They think people with disabilities need to live in places that are “just for us”, but that is the same reason the old institutions got made. The old institutions kept us away from other people. They made it easier for us to get hurt, and took away our freedom. New institutions do the same thing.

We know the history of institutions. We know that institutions kept hurting us for many years, and keep hurting us today. We know that studies show we should live in the community.

We also know one very important thing: that people with disabilities don’t want to live in institutions. We know that we want to live in the community.
We need to make sure new institutions stop getting made. We need to make sure people know about new institutions, and that new institutions are just like the old ones.
**Words to Know**

**The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)**

A law that came out in 1990. The ADA gave people with disabilities rights.

**DD Act**

A law that got made in 1975. It helps protect the rights of people with developmental disabilities.

**Developmental Disability Bill of Rights**

Part of the DD Act. It lists what rights we have when we get LTSS. It also made rules that institutions have to follow.

**home and community-based services (HCBS)**

Getting LTSS in the community.

**HCBS settings Rule**

A rule the government made. It makes sure that Medicaid money set aside for HCBS goes to the right places.

**institutions**

Places where a lot of disabled people live. People living in institutions did not decide to live there. They usually can’t leave when they want to.
long-term services and supports (LTSS)

Services that help people with disabilities live our everyday lives. Some kinds of LTSS are job coaches and in-home helpers.

Medicaid

A health care program in the United States. Medicaid helps people with disabilities get health care.

Olmstead

A big court case in 1999. It says that you have a right to live in the community. It says that you don't have to live in an institution.

state hospitals

The first kind of institutions.

state schools

The first institutions just for people with intellectual disabilities.

Supreme Court

The biggest court in the United States. They have the final say on how laws work.
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